Person-Job Fit is the process of matching the right talent for the right job by identifying talent competencies that are required for the job. While many qualitative efforts have been made in related fields, it still lacks of quantitative ways of measuring talent competencies as well as the job's talent requirements. To this end, in this paper, we propose a novel end-to-end data-driven model based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), namely Person-Job Fit Neural Network (PJFNN), for matching a talent qualification to the requirements of a job. To be specific, PJFNN is a bipartite neural network which can effectively learn the joint representation of PersonJob fitness from historical job applications. In particular, due to the design of a hierarchical representation structure, PJFNN can not only estimate whether a candidate fits a job, but also identify which specific requirement items in the job posting are satisfied by the candidate by measuring the distances between corresponding latent representations. Finally, the extensive experiments on a large-scale real-world dataset clearly validate the performance of PJFNN in terms of Person-Job Fit prediction. Also, we provide effective data visualization to show some job and talent benchmark insights obtained by PJFNN.
INTRODUCTION
Person-Job Fit refers to the process of matching the right talent for the right job through effectively linking talent competencies to job requirements. Many studies have shown that Person-Job Fit can be related to productivity and commitment [Robbins 2001 ]. However, since there are huge numbers of job candidates and job postings available on the Internet, the gap between talent and job opportunities has been increasing regardless of the importance of Person-Job Fit. For example, as of 2015, there were more than 400 million people available at LinkedIn [linkedIn Wikipedia 2017] . Meanwhile, it is reported that recruiters need to averagely spend 52 days and 4,000 dollars for filling an open job position with a right talent [Factbook 2016] .
In the literature, the research related to Person-Job Fit is usually formulated as the problem of job/candidate recommendations [Malinowski et al. 2006; Paparrizos et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2016 Zhang et al. , 2015 and talent sourcing [Xu et al. 2016; ]. However, a significant challenge along this line is how to quantitatively measure talent competencies as well the job's talent requirements. Figure 1 shows a motivating example of this paper. In the figure, a job posting and the resume of a successful applicant are listed. Specifically, there are three major requirements for this job which represent different needs of work responsibility, namely "Oracle related tools" (marked with "[ ]"), "Internal system development" (marked with "{}"), and "Database application development" (marked with "( )"). For the applicant, the work experiences clearly validate that she has strong background in Oracle development and database applications, which match the job requirements well. As a result, while the applicant has no experience about internal system development, the employers believe she fits the job in general. Indeed, while the above inspection of Person-Job fitness is apparent for those experts in this field, most recruiters, who are responsible for sourcing resumes, are not very familiar with the related knowledge and cannot justify the fitness efficiently. If we can provide an explicable way of Person-Job Fit, it will help to improve the efficiency of recruiters.
To this end, in this paper, we propose a novel end-to-end data-driven model based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), namely Person-Job Fit Neural Network (PJFNN) , to match the right talent for the right job by learning the joint representation of Person-Job fitness from historical job applications. Specifically, it assumes that both job postings and resumes can be projected onto a shared latent representation, along with each requirement item in job postings and each work experience item in resumes. Meanwhile, each job posting (requirement item) and its corresponding resumes (work experience items) should be similar in the representation space. With the help of PJFNN, we can not only estimate whether a candidate fits a job, but also identify which specific requirement items in the job posting are satisfied by the candidate. The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
• We formulate Person-Job Fit as a joint representation learning problem, which aims to match a candidate's work experience to job requirement and thus provides a new research paradigm in talent recruitment.
• We propose a novel CNN-based end-to-end model, namely PJFNN, for the proposed problems, which projects both job postings and candidate resumes onto a shared latent representation by joint representation learning from historical job applications, along with each requirement item in jobs and each work experience item in resumes.
• The proposed method has been practiced in real-world scenarios. The extensive experiments on a large-scale real-world dataset clearly validate the performance of our approach in terms of Person-Job Fit prediction. Besides, we design effective data visualization to show some job and talent benchmark insights obtained by our method.
Overview. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of related works. Section 3 introduces the details of our model PJFNN. In Section 4, we report the evaluation results based on a real-world data set. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we will briefly introduce some works related to this paper. According to the research problem and the technology used in this paper, the related works can be grouped into two categories, namely Person-Job Fit and text mining with neural network.
Person-Job Fit
Recruitment is a core function of human resource management. And the traditional effort to measure the fitness between employees and job positions is best articulated in Personality-Job Fit theory [Robbins 2001] , which identifies six personality types (i.e., Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and Conventional) [Holland 1973] and proposes that the fitness between personality type and occupational environment determines the job satisfaction and turnover. Although this theory has been widely accepted in academia and industry world, how to precisely measure personality and fitness between jobs and jobs seekers is a vital problem every recruiter will face. Traditionally, a person's personality profile is measured by a well-designed inventory questionnaire, and the fitness is determined by recruiters without objective metric. Obviously, this method is subjective and often leads to biases.
Due to the explosion of online recruitment markets, recruitment analysis has been attracting more and more attentions [Qin et al. 2018; ] from researchers. Traditional efforts tend to treat Person-Job Fit as a job/candidate recommendation problem. In 2006, Malinowski et al. tried to find a good match between talents and jobs by two distinct recommendation systems [Malinowski et al. 2006] . Then Diaby et al. presented a content-based recommender system for recommending jobs to Facebook and LinkedIn users [Diaby et al. 2013 ]. Lu et al. exploited job and user profiles and the actions undertaken by users to propose a hybrid recommender system [Lu et al. 2013] . To address the challenge that job applicants do not update the user profile in a timely manner, Wenxing et al. extended users' profile dynamically by job application records and their behaviors for better recommendation [Hong et al. 2013] . Zhang et al. leveraged collaborative filtering and some background information to recommended suitable jobs for candidates [Zhang et al. 2015] .
Recently, some researchers tried to study the Person-Job Fit problem from novel perspectives. For example, Paparrizos et al. exploited all historical job transitions as well as the data associated with employees and institutions to predict an employee's next job transition [Paparrizos et al. 2011] . In [Zhang et al. 2016 ], Zhang et al. created the generalized linear mixed model (GLMix), a more :4 Chen Zhu, Hengshu Zhu * , Hui Xiong * , Chao Ma, Fang Xie, Pengliang Ding, and Pan Li fine-grained model at the user or item level, for LinkedIn job recommender system and generated 20% to 40% more job applications. Li et al. proposed an approach to apply standardized entity data to improve job search quality in LinkedIn and to make search results more personalized [Li et al. 2016] . In [Cheng et al. 2013 ], job information is extracted from social network and used to construct an inter-company job-hopping network, which clearly demonstrates the flow of talents. Xu et al. measured the popularity of job skill by modeling the generation of skill network . Lin et al. proposed to collaboratively model both textual (e.g., reviews) and numerical information to learn the latent structural patterns of companies [Lin et al. 2017] . Shen et al. tried to improve recruitment efficiency by intelligent interview assessment [Shen et al. 2018] .
Although the above studies have explored different research aspects of Person-Job Fit, few of them can provide comprehensible reasons behind their job/candidate recommendation results, which benefit both employers and job seekers.
Text Mining with Neural Network
Because both of resumes and job postings are textual data, Person-Job Fit can be treated as match between texts. Recently, deep neural network (DNN) has become one of the hottest techniques in this field due to its good performance.
DNNs applied in text mining can be generally divided into two categories, convolutional neutral network (CNN) and recurrent neural network (RNN). CNN aims at modelling hierarchical relationships and extracting local semantics. The effort of applying CNN in text mining can date back to [Kalchbrenner et al. 2014] , where Kalchbrenner et al. creatively proposed Dynamic Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) to modelling sentences. Then many researchers began to solve NLP problems by CNN. In [Kim 2014 ], Kim et al. demonstrated that CNN, even just using a convolutional layer, also performs remarkably well in many NLP tasks. Different from CNN, RNN is good at modelling sequence relationships and finding global semantics. Thus it performed very well in sequential labeling problems in text mining, such as machine translation [Sutskever et al. 2014] and contextual parsing [Vinyals et al. 2015] .
In text mining, both of machine translation and multilingual word embedding study on aligned data and thus are similar to our problem. Neural machine translation, which aims to build a neural network to read a sentence and output a correct translation, is a newly emerging approach to machine translation. Most of these works belong to a family of Encoder-Decoder. For example, Sutskever et al. proposed to use LSTMs to map sentences to sentences [Sutskever et al. 2014] . In [Cho et al. 2014 ], Cho et al. proposed a novel gated recursive convolutional neural network for Encoder-Decoder based translation framework. Devlin et al. proposed a novel formulation for neural network joint model and yielded strong empirical results [Devlin et al. 2014] . On the other hand, Multilingual word embedding aims to map words from different languages into a shared latent space. In [Lauly et al. 2014 Obviously, both neural machine translation and multilingual word embedding are good solutions for learning the relationships between aligned data, which also exist in Person-Job Fit problem. However, most of these methods, such as [Hermann and Blunsom 2014] , need aligned relationships in sentence level or even word level, which is not available in our problem. In this paper, we modify some state-of-the-art ideas in the above works to adapt our problem and propose a novel model to link talents to jobs.
In this section, we will first introduce some research preliminaries, and then explain the proposed model, PJFNN, in detail.
Preliminaries
In practice, the recruitment data usually consist of three parts, namely job postings, resumes and job application records. Specifically, a job posting contains job content (e.g., job duty), and job requirement that consists of several requirement items (e.g., qualifications about skills or experiences). A resume contains a candidate's profile (e.g., age and gender), and work experience that consists of several work experience items (e.g., project experiences in previous/current companies). To simplify our problem, we assume that a job can be represented by its job requirements, and the work experiences of a candidate can mainly reflect her competency. Thus we can formulate Person-Job Fit as matching a candidate's work experiences to job requirements. In particular, we regard a job posting as a set of requirement items, and a resume as a set of work experience items. Those job application records naturally provide labeled data for us. Please note that there exist overlaps in job application data. In other words, a candidates can apply for several jobs, and of course a job can be applied by many candidates. Thus in different job applications, the jobs may be the same. So may those resumes.
We assume that there is a shared latent representation for job postings and resumes. Accordingly, each job posting and each resume can be represented by a vector on the latent representation. Therefore, a candidate fits a job well only if their vectors on the representation are similar. Similarly, requirement items and work experience items can also be projected onto this representation, and the distances between them reflect the corresponding fitness. To facilitate understanding, we still take the case in Figure 1 as an example. Specifically, "Oracle related tools", "Internal system development", and "Database application development" are three latent factors that jointly form the representation of the given job posting. We can observe that the two work experiences in resume endorse that the candidate fits the requirement 1 and 3 of this job posting well, but misses the requirement 2 related to "Internal system development". Therefore, compared with requirement 2, the latent vectors of both the work experience items should be more similar to those of the other requirements. Meanwhile, considering this candidate has met 2 of 3 requirements, the latent vectors of the job posting and the resume should be relatively similar.
Formally, in this paper, the successful job application records are represented by set A, and each record a i ∈ A is a pair (j i , r i ), where j i and r i are the corresponding job posting and resume respectively. Job posting j i is a set of items j i = {j i,0 , j i,1 , ..., j i,n j i }, where n j i is the number of requirement items in j i . Resume r i is also a set of work experience items r i = {e i,0 , e i,1 , ..., e i,n r i }. Besides, we use F to represent the set of failed job applications and each record f i ∈ F is a pair (j f , r f ). We define v j i as the latent vector of job posting j i and {v j i n } n as the latent vectors of requirement items in this job posting. Furthermore, the latent vectors v r i and {v r i n } n are defined for resumes by a similar way.
Person-Job Fit Neural Network
To match the right talent for the right job, we propose a CNN-based model, PJFNN, for effectively learning the joint representation of Person-Job fitness. Its architecture and hyper-parameters are shown in Figure 2 . Generally, PJFNN is a bipartite neural network that can be separated into two parallel parts, namely job part and resume part. With this design, PJFNN can project job postings and candidate resumes onto a shared latent representation respectively. In the following, we will explain :6 Chen Zhu, Hengshu Zhu * , Hui Xiong * , Chao Ma, Fang Xie, Pengliang Ding, and Pan Li Fig. 2. An illustration of the architecture of PFJNN, which can be separated into two parts (e.g., job part and resume part). Two one-dimensional convolutional layers are applied on each requirement (work experience) item. Each convolutional layer is followed by a max-pooling layer, where the stride of the first max-pooling layers is 2, and the size of the second max-pooling layer is set as the length of its input to map a requirement (work experience) item into a vector. The corresponding hyper-parameters are shown in this figure. Finally, the vectors of all of requirement (work experience) items are projected onto a vector by a max-pooling layer (mean-pooling layer) to represent corresponding job posting (resume).
the job part in detail and then briefly introduce the resume part by pointing out the differences between them.
Job Part: As mentioned above, each job is regarded as a set of requirement items. Specifically, given an item with |S | words, we take the embedding w i ∈ R d for each word and construct the corresponding matrix
(1) The item matrix is the input layer of PJFNN, and a job posting j i can be represented as
where n j i is the number of requirement items in job posting j i . Then we apply two one-dimensional convolutional layers on the input layer. The one-dimensional convolution is an operation between a vector of weights m and a vector of input viewed as a sequence S. The idea behind this operation is to take the dot product of the weight parameter m with each m-gram in a sequence to produce output sequence C, i.e.,
Because one-dimensional convolution can deal with unfixed-length sequence, it is widely used to model text [Kalchbrenner et al. 2014] .
To reduce the training cost, we apply Batch Normalization [Ioffe and Szegedy 2015] on the outputs of one-dimensional convolutional layers. Batch Normalization is a mechanism for dramatically accelerating the training of deep networks, which also eliminates the importance of initialization. Furthermore, the Batch Normalization is followed by a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) layer [Nair and Hinton 2010] and a one-dimensional max-pooling layer. Please note that the size of the second max-pooling layer is the length of its input, so that a sentence can be mapped into a vector, v j i n . With this part of PJFNN, job posting j i can be transformed into
Then we use a max-pooling layer to integrate them into v j i as
where l is the length of latent requirement vectors, and v
is the vector of all representations of items in dimension k.
Resume Part: Generally, the resume part of PJFNN is similar to the job part. The difference is how to integrate item representations into resume representations. Here, we propose to use a mean-pooling layer for modelling them and set
To get a reasonable shared low-dimension representation, we minimize
where D(j i , r i ) is the distance between v j i and v r i . However, if we directly minimize the loss function above, PJFNN would learn to reduce all parameters to zero. To address this issue, we simultaneously minimize the distances between representations of resumes v r i and job postings v j i in the successful job applications and maximize the distances between representations of resumes v r f and job postings v j f in the failed job applications. It is obvious that how to select the failed application set has large impact on the performance of our model. We will discuss this in detail in Section 4. Besides, we also add L 2 regularization of all parameters in PJFNN θ to avoid over-fitting. Therefore, the objective function is formulated as
In this paper, we select cosine similarity to measure the distance between latent representations,
Finally, the objective function can be rewritten as min(
The objective function is optimized by the Adam algorithm [Kingma and Ba 2014] . Discussion (CNN v.s. RNN) . In text mining, most of DNNs can be classified into two categories, CNN and RNN. There have been a lot of work on comparing their performance on text mining tasks [Vu et al. 2016; Yin et al. 2017] . Generally, it is believed that CNN is good at modelling hierarchical relationships and local semantics. Meanwhile, RNN focuses on sequential dependency and global semantics. In PJFNN, we propose to use CNN rather than RNN for modelling textual data, which is because that CNN can better capture the hierarchical relationships and local semantic between a job posting (resume) and its requirement (work experience) items. Actually, in the recruitment data, each item only consists of short sentences and limited keywords, and the sequential dependency between different items are not significant. Therefore, we think CNN is a more effective approach for modelling the textual data in Person-Job Fit. Discussion (Job v.s. Resume). In PJFNN, we propose to leverage the max-pooling for job part modelling and the mean-pooling for resume part modelling. Indeed, we think each dimension of the shared latent representation can reflect a specific latent aspect of expertise in some ways. Intuitively, since the job posting is usually well-formatted, different requirement items in a job posting usually represent different aspects of expertise independently. In contrast, each work experience item of candidates is often a mixture of expertise, since candidates usually want to thoroughly demonstrate their abilities in the work experience. Just as the example shown in Figure 1 , three requirement items represent three different needs, containing "Oracle related tools", "Internal system development", and "Database application development", while both of the candidate's work experience items meet the first and the third needs of this job.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we will evaluate the performance of our model on a large-scale real-world recruitment dataset.
Experimental Setup
The dataset used in the experiments is the historical job application records of a large high tech company in China, which ranges from 2013 to 2016. It contains more than two million resumes and 15,039 job postings, while there are only 31,928 successful job applications. Indeed, the low admit rate (≈ 1%) clearly validates the importance of Person-Job Fit in talent recruitment. To avoid biases, we removed intern applications and resumes/job postings without any information. After that, the filtered dataset contains 12,007 successful job applications. Specifically, we demonstrate some basic statistics of our dataset in Figure 3 . From Figure 3(a) , we can observe that the number of recruitment is relatively steady, except from October 2015 to February 2016, where the dramatic decline is due to the change of recruitment policy (i.e., partial hiring freeze). Meanwhile, the number of job postings with respect to the number of their successful job applications roughly follows a long tail distribution according to Figure 3(b) . In our dataset, each job posting/resume is classified into a job category by work content, which can be Technology (T), Product (P), User interface/experience (U), or Others (O). From Fiqure 3(c) and Figure 3(d) , we can find that the recruitment demand of category T is the largest, followed by P and O.
What should be mentioned is that words should be represented by vectors firstly in our model. Thus we first used Skip-gram Model [Mikolov et al. 2013 ] to encode words of resumes and job postings into 64-dimension and 256-dimension vectors, respectively. Please note that, to get a generalized embedding, we trained the Skip-gram on the entire dataset rather than the filtered one. And the word embedding would not be changed during training of our model.
Besides, all of applicants in successful applications must go through rigorous interview, thus they can be directly used as positive samples. But as for these failed job applications, the reasons of these failures are various. For example, some failed applications may be just due to the low pay/benefits rather than the unfitness of their work experiences and job requirements. These applications, which were labeled as failure, should be regarded as successful applications. Thus, to guarantee the effectiveness of representation learning, we generated negative samples by replacing job postings in successful applications with randomly selected job postings, instead of extracting negative samples from failed applications directly. Moreover, to evaluate the performance of PJFNN fairly, we conducted experiments on both a semi-synthetic data and the real-world data.
Evaluation on Person-Job Fit Prediction
Here, we will evaluate PJFNN by predicting whether an applicant fits a job, namely, the fitness between a given job posting and a resume.
Specifically, because PJFNN, which is for representation learning, does not apply to prediction problems directly, here we use the cosine similarities between representations of job postings and resumes learned by PJFNN as its prediction results.
To construct the dataset, we generate the same number of negative samples as that of positive samples. Along this line, we randomly selected 80% of the dataset as training data, another 10% for tuning the parameters, and the last 10% as test set to validate the performance. To prove the effectiveness of PJFNN and our ideas about failed applications, we will demonstrate the performances of PJFNN and baselines, based on a semi-synthetic data (i.e., negative samples are manually generated) and the real-world data (i.e., negative samples are randomly sampled from the failed application records). Besides, we also splited our dataset according to time and validate the performance of our model in each year.
Baselines Methods. We first selected several classic classification methods as baselines, including Logistic Regression (LR), Decision Tree (DT), Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Adaboost (Ada), Random Forests (RF), Gradient Boosting Decison Tree (GBDT), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA). For these baselines, it is unreasonable to directly use word vectors as input, which will lead to the curse of dimensionality. Thus, we treated the mean vector of all word vectors in a resume (job posting) as its latent vector, and then regard the latent vectors of a candidate's resume and the corresponding job posting together as the input of baseline methods. It is obvious that the quality of word representation has large impact on the prediction performance. However, since both of our model and these baselines are based on the same word representation, we think its quality cannot affect the validation of our model's effectiveness. Thus we did not conduct experiments with different word embedding models and different dimensions of word representations.
Besides, because PJFNN is to map resume (job posting) onto a shared representation, it can also be treated as a dimensionality reduction method. Thus we selected a dimensionality reduction method, PLTM [Mimno et al. 2009 ], as a baseline, which can discover topics aligned across multiple language. Here, we treat resumes and job postings as different languages and represent both of them as distributions over a shared set of topics learned by PLTM. We calculated the cosine similarities between the distributions of job postings and resumes as its prediction results.
Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate the model performance by area under curve of ROC, or AUC for short, instead of other classic metrics for classification, such as precision, recall, and F1. It is because that AUC can reflect models' performance within different boundary value between classes and thus is widely used in two-class classification problems. Here the positive samples are real successful applications in our dataset and the negative samples are manually generated by randomly selecting resumes and job postings. We demonstrate the AUC and significance test results in Table 1 . Obviously, PJFNN has the best performance. Besides, PLTM, random forests and GBDT also perform relatively well.
Besides, we splited the dataset by time and train models separately on them for further evaluating our model within each year. The results are shown in Table 2 . We can find that our model also outperforms all baselines in all of years, which proves the effectiveness of PJFNN, again. Besides, the performances of all methods in 2014 and 2015 are obviously better than those in 2013 and 2016. We think it may be due to the lack of data. Actually, the numbers of successful applications in 2013-2016, which are 1403, 5492, 3903, and 1209 , are highly correlated with the corresponding AUC results.
The corresponding AUC results for different job categories are listed in Table 3 . Therein the performances of all methods are relatively poor in O. We think it may be due to candidates' resumes cannot well reflect the skills required by jobs of O (e.g. marketing and customer service). After all, compared with other categories, where jobs are highly related to some professional skills (e.g. coding, program management, and UI design), jobs in O often do not have clear skill requirements and thus it is hard to find suitable candidates for them just by resumes. 4.2.2 Evaluation on Real-world Data. Here both positive samples and negative samples are real records in our dataset. We kept the proportion of positive samples to negative samples by randomly selecting the same number of failed applications as negative samples. Similarly, the performance on the entire dataset and on data of each year are shown in Table 5 and Table 6 , respectively. Table 4 records the corresponding AUC results fir different job categories on real-world data. Although the AUC results are much less than those on the semi-synthetic data, PJFNN still generally outperforms these baselines. But what should be noted is that the performances of all methods are limited in data of 2015 and 2016. We think it can be attributed to the change of recruitment policy (e.g. partial hiring freeze) beginning from October 2015, which results that many excellent candidates cannot be enrolled although their qualifications fit the jobs well. Indeed, this situation further validates the reasonability of manually generating negative samples in some ways.
Evaluation on Joint Representation Learning
Since the direct goal of PJFNN is to learn a shared latent representation for both resumes and job postings, here we show the representation vectors of some resumes and job postings for validating the effectiveness of joint representation learning. Specifically, we randomly selected two resumes and two job postings from different job categories, and their vectors learned by PJFNN are shown in Figure 4 , where the darker color means the higher value.
Job Posting #1. Considering the job posting contains words "risk management", "data analysis", and "business insights", this job is clearly for recruiting people with risk management skills. However, compared with the requirement 2, which directly asks for ">5 years in risk management or auditing", the requirements 3, 4 and 7 have more distinct vectors on the shared latent representation. By checking them, we can find the requirement 3, which asks for skills in "Excel" and "Work", is obviously about the basic professional tools required for this job. Meanwhile, the requirement 4 and 7, containing "data analysis", "logic thinking", "business insight", and "judgement", refer to the professional qualities for this job. In other words, these requirement items with distinct representations are highly relevant to the professional skills of this job. On the other hand, the representations of the requirement 1 and the requirement 5 are very vague. The first one refers to educational background and the fifth one is about working attitude. Obviously, in a high tech company, both of them are very common requirements. Thus we think their vague representations are also reasonable. Besides, we think the reason behind the vague representation of the requirement 2 is that compared with the terminology "risk management", those skill-related words can appear in job posting more frequently and thus can been learned more distinctly. Actually, only about 60 out of 15,039 jobs contain "risk management" in our dataset.
Job Posting #2. Considering the keywords "PHP", "lighttpd", and "MySQL", this posting is for recruiting web development programmers. Actually, the requirement 4 therein, which is about the basic coding skills, has very distinct representations in this posting. It directly reflects the job content and the salience is reasonable. However, another technology-related requirement 2, which contains "PHP", "lighttpd", and "NGINX", are relatively vague. We think the reason behind this phenomenon is these web framework and specific skills are always being updated with rapid speed, thus solid foundation of coding is more important. In fact, by checking a lot of requirements, we find that the web-related requirement items (e.g. for DJANGO and HTTP) often have more vague representations than those about basic coding skills, such as "C/C++", "Python", and "Algorithm".
Candidate Resume #1. It is obvious that all experiences of this candidate are about risk management in banks. For example, the experience 2 is about developing "a credit rating model to evaluate debtors" and the experience 3 is to "optimize the market risk policy system". Obviously this candidate has rich experiences in risk management and it is reasonable that her representation learned by PJFNN is close to that of the job posting #1. Actually, cosine similarities between this resume and the above two job postings are 0.89 and 0.12, respectively. This result further validates the effectiveness of our model.
Candidate Resume #2. The overall representation of this resume is relatively vague. Meanwhile the representation of the experience 2 is distinct and is similar to the job postings #2, which is about web development. Considering its top frequency words, containing "Apache", "PHP", and "online", are highly related to web technology, this similarity is reasonable. However, the experience 1 is so vague that its latent vector is close to neither of above job postings. Actually, the person described the project a lot but did not figure out her duty clearly. And PJFNN cannot extract much useful information. Thus, the similarities of this resume and both of the two jobs are not high (e.g. 0.42 for job posting #1 and 0.45 for job posting #2).
For further demonstrating the interpretability of PJFNN, we show some keywords for three randomly selected dimensions of the latent representation learned in Figure 5 . Due to the structure of PJFNN, we cannot directly match keywords into latent dimensions. Thus, we first selected those resumes (job postings) whose values in the given dimensions are very high and extracted the highfrequency words from them as the keywords of this dimension. It is obvious that the first dimension is related to program management, where job postings often contain keywords "communicate", "design", and "product". The frequencies of program management related words, such as "operate", "cooperation", and "team", are high in corresponding resumes. Meanwhile, the second dimension is more about administrative work, where job postings contain a lot of requirements for office software, such as "Office" and "Word". And the corresponding resumes, naturally containing "finance", "assist", and "organization", confirm this assumption. As for the third dimension, the high frequencies of coding related keywords, such as "linux", "java", and "algorithm", clearly validate its relationship to IT development. This relationship is also proven from the perspective of resumes, where "modular", "interface", and "frame" have very high probabilities.
Empirical Studies
In this subsection, we will further empirically study some real-world Person-Job Fit cases based on the results of PJFNN.
We randomly selected some job requirements from job postings and work experiences from resumes, and calculated their pairwise cosine similarities. The results are demonstrated in Table 7 . We have highlighted the keywords in these work experience items manually. The requirement #1, which contains "C/C++ development" and "algorithms", is obviously about coding skills and those work experience items with high similarities to it are also about coding. For example, the first work experience item has the highest similarity and it is about the file system development in Unix. The second one refers to "thread scheduling, file system and memory management" in Linux. Besides, although the third experience, which is about UI/UE, is related to software development, it cannot unveil the coding skills of this candidate directly. Thus we think its relatively low similarity is reasonable. Meanwhile, the other experiences, which are about education, data collection, or startups, have less relationship with coding and thus have low similarities.
The requirement #2, which contains "product development procedure" and "documenting", is obviously for program management. Thus those work experience items about project management automatically have high similarities. In the first one, the candidate pointed out clearly she was responsible for the product in IBM and had rich experience in product management. The second one also figured out directly the corresponding candidate's duty as a program manager in RenRen mini version. Thus both of their similarities are high. Meanwhile the similarities of those work experience items about coding, such as the third and the forth one, are low accordingly. As for those IT-irrelevant experiences, such as the fifth and sixth one which are about education and resource management respectively, it is undoubted that their similarities are close to zero.
However, not all of job requirements can be modeled well in PJFNN. For example, the requirement #3 is an education requirement, which widely appears in the job posting data. In the results, none of work experience items has high similarity to it. As mentioned before, we think this phenomenon should be attributed to almost every job in our dataset requires "With bachelor degree or above". Thus PJFNN cannot learn a distinct representation for this requirement. In a word, we think although PJFNN cannot learn good representations for all of requirements, the latent vectors of most resumes and job postings learned by PJFNN are meaningful generally, and can help to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of Person-Job Fit.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel end-to-end model based on CNN, namely Person-Job Fit Neural Network (PJFNN), for matching a talent qualification to the requirement of a job. To be specific, PJFNN is a bipartite neural network which can effectively learn the joint representation of PersonJob fitness from historical job applications, thus it can project both job postings and candidates' resumes onto a shared latent representation. In particular, with the design of hierarchical representation structure, PJFNN can not only estimate whether a candidate fits a job, but also answer which requirements in the job posting are met by the candidate, through the measurement of distances between corresponding latent representations. Finally, we evaluated our model based on a large-scale real-world dataset collected from a high tech company in China. The extensive experiments clearly validate the performance of our model in terms of Person-Job Fit prediction, and demonstrate some interesting discoveries by visualizing the results obtained by PJFNN. Lego is an editor-oriented system, consisting video producing, topic customizing, page publishing and contract managing functions. This system includes modules like jquery, jqueryui and etc. 0.31574
Joint with product lines of company, assisting to solve problems with regard to user mode and kernel mode. Make sure the innovated Linux-based products is commercially wide-used. 0.07274
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